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                        Abstract

     Zeolites and pillar intercalated montrnorillonites have

restricted geornetries of which channel diarneters and interlayer
distance sizes are several &. Properties of atoms and rnolecules

in such restricted geornetries are studied experimentally at low

ternperatures.
         '     The thermal properties ef H2 are studied by heat capacity

                         4.                                      regxon. Using well knownmeasurernents at liquid He                           temperature

phenomena of supercooling in small cavities, we attempt to

supercool liquid H2 and to obtain superfluid H2 in Y zeolite and

pillar intercalated montmorillonite. Y zeolite has regular
                                            '                          ocavities of radius of 6A and interconnecting channels of
diameter of 8 A. The heat capacity of low density H2 in the

Y zeolite changes ternperature dependence at about 9K and it

seerns to be solid-liquid transition. In the case of high density

H2 in the Y zeolite, the heat capacity fits the Einstein model.

The high density Ar and N2 in the Y zeolite give sirnilar heat

capacities and these results are explained by using sintered
          'particle rnodel.

     N+(CH3)4- and Al203-rnontmorillonites have two-dirnensional

<2D) space of which interlayer distances are 4.1 and 9.0 ?X,
respectively. The heat capacity shows T2 temperature dependence

at low temperatures and the peak of heat capacity corresponding

to solid-liquid transition is not observed in the case of H2 and
D2 adsorbed in the N+(CH3)4-rnontrnorillonite. But in the case of

low density H2, A-type heat capacity anornaly o'bserved at 7.6 K,
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which does not correspond to the superfluid transition, is

interpreted as the orientational ordering of the 2D ortho-H2

solid. In the Al203-montmorillonite, the heat capacities of iow

density H2 and D2 show humps at about 10 K corresponding to the
                               'rnelting transition. Thus, H2 may be supercooled at 10 K, which

is higher than the predicted superfluid transition temperature

of 6.6 K for para-H2.
     As for He4 ofa typical boson particle, the therrnal

properties in Y zeolite and pillar Å}ntercalated montmorillonites
are studied. The heat capacities of He4 depend on restricted

geornetries but show similarly temperature dependences
interpreted as being single-particle excited state or 2D Debye
solid state. !n Al2o3-montrnorillonite, the heat capacity of He4

shows a hump areund 1.7 K, which is interpreted to be due to the

superfluid transition shifting towards lower temperatures than

that of bulk Apoint.
     Alsot we studied on magnetic properties of He3 - Fermi

particle - in high silica zeolites having extremely restricted

geometries. The nuclear susceptibility xs, spin-lattice
                                                          3.relaxation tirne Tl and spin-spin relaxation tirne T2 of He in

the restricted geometries are rneasured. The susceptibility xs of
He3 in zsM-5 which has 3D channels of diarneter of 5.5 8 shows

temperature dependence of the Fermi degeneracy. On the contrary,
Xs of He3 in zsM-23 which has ptirely ID channei shows to obey

Curie's law. rn the two high silica zeolites, we obtain sirnilar
                          3results of Tl and T2 of He . Then, it is shown experirnentally
that the property of the Fermi liquid He3 are changed by the

extremely restricted geornetry.
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Chapter 1 General lntroduction

     There have been rnany studies on quanturn liquids and solids
using He3, He4 and H2 not only in bulk state but also'in
                            'restricted geometries. Vycor gXass, Grafoil and metal surfaces
          'have been used so far as substances which provide the
restricted geornetries.i'2> Grafoii and metai surfaces provide

two-dirnensional (2D) space, and Vycor glass does 3D pore network
                                      eof which diameter is several tenth of A. !n these restricted

geometries, adsorbed He and H2 show various properties differing

from those in bulk state, and give some new aspects for the

problems of quanturn statistics. However, the space size of the

restricted geometries in the substances mentioned above are

still relatively large in comparison with the size of adsorbed

atorns and molecules.

     If He and H2 are adsorbed in a severely restricted geometry

of which sÅ}ze is the sarne order of themselves, the properties

of adsorbed He and H2 are expected to differ frorn those adsorbed

in rather loose geometries, for example, in Vycor glass.
                                                        3)Zeolites provide such extrernely restricted geometrÅ}es.                                                             In

general, zeolites are crystals which consist of aluminosilicate

frameworks and provide regular void channeis and cavities of
                            odiarneter of only severai A. The geornetries and adsorption

potentials of voids and channels depend on each species of

zeolites and the contained cations. Recentlyr Wada et al.
measured heat capacity of He4 adsorbed in the Na--y zeolite which

has regular void channels of diameter 8 g and cavities of radius
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6.s X.4) They concluded that adsorbed He4 behaved as the

semiquanturn liquid in the temperature range frorn 3 K to 9 K as
                     5)proposed by Andreev                         for the case of liquid under high

pressure.
     we wiil discuss some problerns of He4 and H2 adsorbed in

such a space of small restricted geometries.

     Frorn the view points of quantum statistics, it is quite

interesting to exarnine the possibility of Bose condensation or

superfluidity of the atoms and molecules in the restricted
geometry. As for superfluid, not only He4 but also H2 can be the

candidates. Because molecular hydrogen is a boson and has a

large quantum mechanical parameter, liquid H2 rnight be possible

to be superfluid below a certain critical temperature.

     Using well known phenomena of supercooling in small
cavÅ}ties, Tell and Maris attempted to reduce the freezing
                                         6)                                            They succeeded totemperature of liquid H2 in Vycor glass.

supercool the liquid H2 in Vycor glass down to 9.9 K, which is

still higher than the estirnated superfluid transition
temperature of 6.6 K.7) This gives a possibility that liquid H
                                                              2
may be supercooled down to 6.6 K with the use of the highly

restricted geometry such as zeolites.

     !n addition to superfluÅ}dity, the properties of solid or

liquid state and solid-!iquid transition are of very much

interest in such restricted geometries. The adsorbed atorns and

rnolecules may show consÅ}derably different phase transitions from

those of bulk materÅ}als. The kinetic motion or exchange of He

atoms must be limited in zeoliter which should give some new

2
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the Ferrni fluid.

     We have rnentioned about the restrlcted geornetries of

zeoiites with narrow channels.

     There is another interesting restricted geometry between

layers in which the interlayer distance can be controlled by

introducing stable cation-pillars with suitable lengths. The 2D

space in the pillar intercalated montmorillonite is an example:

The distance between two adjacent layers is adjustable so as to

rnake it the same order of magnitude as the diameter of H                                                              2
          8)molecules.

     rn generalt the atoms or raolecules will be adsorbed weakly

in such a restricted condition because they wUl be attracted

or repelled frorn the adjacent layers of both sides. Therefore

the interlayer space of the montmorillonite is quite different

frorn the surfaces which GrafoÅ}l or rnetal particle provide.

     Recentlyr Miyagi et al. calculated rnolecular attractive

force acting on particles confined in very narrow space of an
ideal dielectric substance.9) They pointed out that a rnolecule

has lower energy in a slab shaped cavity than in the free spacet

even if it is not adsorbed local!y on the wall of the cavity.

Then, the behavior of atorns and rnolecules adsorbed in the

interlayer 2D space is of considerable interest. We studied the

possibilÅ}ty of the supercooling of fluid state of H2 and the
superfluidity of He4 as well in very restricted Å}nterlayer

space.

     Nowr we mention the experirnental results briefly.
                                                 4     In chapter 2, the heat capacities of H2, He , Ar and N2

adsorbed Å}n Na-Y and H-Y zeolites are given. Some rernarkable

4



points will be summarized as follows; (i) In the case of low
density, the heat capacities of H2 in the Na-y zeolite show T2 (

T; temperature ) dependence and T3 dependence in the H--y zeolite

below about 10 K. They do not exhibit any peak which corresponds

to solid-liquid transition and show less distinct temperature

dependence above 10 K. These behavior may be explained by the

continuous transitions from solid to liquid as increasing
temperatures. <ii) ln the case of He4 adsorbed in the Na-

Y zeolite, the heat capacÅ}ties C observed for several densities
,which correspond to submonolayer of He4 in the spacet fit well

the following expressions

          C= AT+BT2 (T> Ttr)
          C= D( k:T+2)exp (#ET )+ B[r2 ( [e < [rtr )

            is the temperature of inflectÅ}on point. Thesewhere T        tr
expressions were given by Tait and Reppy for the case of
submonolayer He4 adsorbed in vycor glass.10) They explained

theoretically that the first term in the both expression is

attributed to single-particle excitation wÅ}th an energy gap 2E
and the second is of 2D solid of adsorbed He4. This explanation

rnay be applied to the He4 in the present Na-y zeolite. single-

particle-excited atorns are interpreted as free particles. That
is, He4 atoms with the excitatÅ}on energy in the Na-y zeolite

are expected to move freely. (iii) ln the case for the higher

density of H2, Ar and N2 in the H-Y zeolite, the heat capacities

fit well the Einstein model. Nishiguchi and Nakayarna applied the

Einstein model to explain the heat capacity of the sintered

5



metal particles which are similar to the particles adsorbed in
the y zeoiite.ii) !n this case, it is suggested that rnoiecules

in the H-Y zeolite are not adsorbed locally on the wall of the

cavities. We wiU discuss our results on the basis of their

model.
                            '     !n chapter 3, the heat capacities of H2, D2 and He4

adsorbed in N+(CH3)4-and Al203-montmorillonites are
investigated. The interlayer distances ef N+(CH3)4-and A1203-

montmorillonites are 4.1 and 9.0 il, respectively. The results

will be summarized as follows; (i) The heat capacities of H2 and
D2 adsorbed in the N+(CH3)4-montmorillonite show T2 dependence

and do not show any peak which indicates the solid-liquid

transition in the temperature range between 2K and 20 K,
perhaps because of too narrow space in this case. (ii) Only in
the case of low density H2 adsorbed in the N+(CH3)4-
rnontrnorillonite, an anomalous X-type peak is observed at 7.6 K

in the virgin run of the heat capacity measurement. This result

is time-dependent. Therefore the X-anornaly might be ascribed to

a 2D orientational ordering of ortho-H2 in solid state. (iii)

!n the case of the Al203-montmorÅ}llonite, the heat capacÅ}ties of
high density H2 and D2 show almost T2 dependence without any

peak in the whole raeasuring temperature ranget but those of low
                                                  2density H2 and D2 show the hump around 10 K and T dependence

below 9 K, which is Å}nterpreted as the process of melting frorn
2D solid to liquid. (iv) The heat capacities of He4 adsorbed in

N" (CH3)4- and Al203-montmorillonites fit well the following

expression gÅ}ven by Tait and Reppy for the case of T > Ttr

6



                   c . AT + BT2 .

The first term may be attributed to single-particle excitation
                                                              '                                         4and the second to 2D so!id of adsorbed He . (v) ln the case of
the Al203--rnontmorilioniter the heat capacities of adsorbed He4

below 3K are larger than those expected from the above
expression and one of thern shows a hump around 1.7 K. We wUl
discuss the possibility of superfluidity of He4 in this case.

     We found from these experirnentai results, that the quantum
properties of adsorbed H2r D2 and He4 depend on the interlayer

distance and on the density of adsorbed atorns or rnolecules.

     Zn chapter 4, the quantum statiscal properties of ferrnion

in restricted geometries are Å}nvestigated. The nuclear
susceptibility xs, spin-lattice relaxation time Tl and spin-spin
relaxation tirne T2 of He3 adsorbed in high silica zeolites and

AIP04-5 are measured below 1.5 K. High silica zeolites have

restricted geornetries of effective ID, 2D and 3D channel
structures of diameter of several 2<, where He3 atoms are

expected not to exchange their positions directly or to exchange

their positions directly only in the space of the crossing of

channels. The results will be summarized as foilows, (i) The
values of Tl of He3 in high silica zeolites are rnuch shorte]r

than that of bulk liquid He3 and seem to depend on amount of

                               3+                                  in crystals. (ii} We obtainrnagnetic irnpurities such as Fe
sintlar results of Tl and T2 of He3 in ZSM-5 and in ZSM-23. [rhe

former high silica zeolite ( ZSM-5 ) has a 3D channel structure

and the iatter does aID channel structure with the similar
channel diarneter to that of ZSM-5. (iii) The behavior of.X s(T)

7



of adsorbed He3 depends both on the diameter and structure of

the channel of high sUica zeolites and AIP04-5. The value of

Xs(T) becoines constant at low temperatures showing the
temperature dependence like the Fermi fluid. (iv) But only in
the case of He3 adsorbed in zsM-23, xs(T) of adsorbed He3 obeys

Curie's law down to about O.1 K.

     The results can be interpreted as showing some new aspects
of the Fermi degeneracy of He3 in restricted geornetries.

8
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                                   4Chapter 2 Heat Capacities of H2,He , Ar and N2.Adsorbed in

           Na-Y and H-Y Zeolites

     S l ;ntroduction

     In 1972, Ginzburg and Sobyanin discussed the possÅ}bility
of the appearance of superfluid-hydrog6n in liquid state for the

first time.1) They stressed the fact that rnolecular H2 is a

boson and has the large quantum mechanical parameter. For an

ideal Bose gasr the temperature Txo of Bose condensation is

given by

                            fi2 n2/3
               kBTxo =3'3i K:ll5t75"/3

where kB is Boltzmann's constant, rn is the particle mass, n is

the number density, and g Å}s the degeneracy of each single--

particle state. For para-hydrogen<para-H2)r g = 1, rn = 2 arnu and
        '          22 -3             crn at the triple point, and T                                                is estimated ton = 2.4 Å~1 0                                              xo
be 6.6 K. In the case of He4, the above equation predicts a

transition temperature of 3.1 K which is to be cornpared with the

actual Tx of 2.18 K. Thus one expects that Tx of para-H2 will

probably be below 6.6 K.

     However, the estimated value TAo = 6.6 K is lower than the

real value of the triple point T3 =13.8 K. It is necessary to

supercool the liquid H2 below 6.6 K to actualize superfluid H2.

rn 1983, Maris et al. discussed the supercooling of iiquid H2 in
       2)          Tell and Maris attempted to supercool the liquid H2 indetail.

the Vycox glass by the depressing of the freezing ternperature of

                               10



liquid in porous raediums, and succeeded to supercool the liquid

H2 in the Vycor glass down to 9.9 K, which is still higher than
            3)Txo s 6.6 K.                 The average pore diarneter of the Vycor glass
used by them was about 54 X.

     Now, we sirnply assume that the more severely the geometry

is restrÅ}cted, the further the liquid in the geornetry is

supercooled. Zeolites have such restricted geometries which are

smaller than that of Vycor glass. We atternpt to supercool the

liquid H2 not in Vycor glass but in Y zeolite. Y zeolite has
regular cavities of radius of 6.5 X and interconnecting channels

                 oof diameter of 8 A. In such a restricted geometry as Y zeoliter

the physical propertÅ}es of adsorbed atoms or molecules have not

been examined in detail up to now at low temperatures. So, in

this reportr we will give various kinds of experimental results

using a varÅ}ety of adsorbents such as zeolites or
rnontmorillonites. The main aim of the present investigation is

to find sorne general physical properties of quantum liquids in

restricted geornetries. As well as the possibility of suPerfluid

H2, some new physical properties in the restricted geornetries

stated above are also very interesting in comparison with those
in bulk state. We study not only quantum He4 and H2 but also

classical atom and molecule such as Ar and N2 to make their

respective properties clear.

11



     g 2 Experimentals

 2-1 Adsorption space of restricted geometries

     rn general, zeolites are crystals which consist of
aluminosilicate frameworks. They provide regular void channels

and cavities which are located at every interconnecting points

of channels. The diarneters, radiusr geometries and adsorption

potentiais Å}n void channels and cavities depend on the species
                                               4)of zeolites and the contained cations therein.                                                 The crystal of
y zeolite belongs to the Faujasite group.5) Its unit cell is

cubic with a cell dimension as large as 25 8 and has chernical

formula of

             Nas6[(AI02)s6(Si02)136] 250 H20 e

Most of H20 contained in zeolite crystal could be rernoved by

heating in vacuo. In synthetic zeolitesr the ratio Si021Al203

can be controlled to some extent. Arnong various zeolitesr
                                                             dY zeolite has the biggest cavity with the radius ef about 6 A,

which is shown in Fig. 1-(a>. The cavities are linked through
                                                    'void channels of about 8 8 in diameter and they form a diamond-

like structure. Thus Y zeolite has the restricted geornetry which

is regular 3D network of void channels. The cations Na+ adsorbed

in the framework are located in three possible positions as

shown in Fig. 1-(b>. These cations form electric dipoles with

the negative charges of AI02 in the framework. The totaZ voÅ}d

velume which mainly comes frorn the cavity space is about

50 vol. 06 of the volume of crystal and the volume of channels is

                               12
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negligible.

     rn the studyr we use rnostly the fine powder of the
synthetic Y zeolite (TSZ--305) with SilAl = 5, which was supplied

by To' y6 So-da Manufacturing Co. Ltd. The virgin crystaZs of the

Y zeolite are washed by boiling in distilled water several
times. Substitution of the cation Na+ for H+ in the zeolite is

possible by keeping the powder cleaned as mentioned above, in

NH4Cl solution for a week. We call it H-Y zeolite and original

one Na-Y zeolite. By this substitution, electric dipole field

and the effectÅ}ve pore size can be changed.

 2-2 Experirnental apparatus and procedure

     We rneasured heat capacities by conventional DC heat pulse

method in the course of increasing temperature. The rneasuring

system of heat capacity is shown in Fig. 2. In the upper side

of Fig. 2, a generator of heat pulse dQ is shown. The dQ is
obtained by the relation dQ = rR2dt, where I is the current

passing through the heater, R is resistance of the heater and dt

is the heat pulse Å}nterval. In the lower side of Fig. 2, a

ternperature measuring system is shown , which is cornposed of

carbon resistance thermometer, automatic resistance bridge (AVS-

45) and X-t recorder. An Allen--Bradley carbon resister is used

as the sample thermometer whÅ}ch is calibrated against Lake Shore

Ge thermometer GR-200A-1000. The resistance of the carbon
thermometer is measured by AVS-45 and the change of temperature

oÅí the sample dT by the heat pulse is determined by the
calibrated R-T relation. [Vhus heat capacity C is obtained using

                               14
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the following relation,

                           dQ                       c=-, .                           dT

     The cryostat and gas handling system are shown in Fig. 3.
                             4'                              etc. are provided Erorn the gasThe sample gases of H2r He

cylinders and are restored in the calibrated container. The

rnolar value of the gas is calculated using the equation of gas

state. The filling capUlary above the adiabatic cell consists

of double tubesr and we wind a rnanganin heater around the inner

tube so as the sample gas not to be adsorbed on the wall of the
                                                   'inner tube.
     The adiabatic cell is immersed in liquid He4. The sample

cell shown in Fig. 4 is made of copper. Zt can be cooled below
1 K by pumping He4 and He3 liquids in their respective pots.

The sample cell is isolated adiabatically by disconnecting the

thermal switch whUe measuring heat capacities. The thermometer

and heater are mounted on the outer side of the sample cell.

     The powdered sarnple of the Yzeolite is mixed with
equivalent volume of copper fine powder in order to get good

thermal equilibrium within the sarnple cell. The mixed powder is

packed tightly in the sample ceU. Dehydration of Na-Y or H-
Y zeolite is performed by keeping the sample cell at 2700C and
pumping once again to 10-6 torr through the capillary tube. The

heat capacity of the sample cell ( C ) without adsorbed gas is

measured at first. In the temperature range froin 1 K to 20 K

the results can be practically reproduced by the following

expression with an accuracy of Å}1 9.,
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            capil!ary

           Cu pipe
for packing of zeol!te

           Cu cell

therrnometer

Cu rod

     '
cu plate with

zeo!ite
   +
Cu powder

small holes

               heater/ Xsub heater

                    Fi'g'. 4 Sample cell

                   c.SA Tk
                      k=o k
                        '
where Ak's are obtained by the least square method. After

dehydration, proper amount of sarnple gas is introduced into the
cell at the liquid N2 or He4 temperature and cooled further

down to 1K in the cryostat dewar. Then we measure heat
capacities starting ' frorn the lowest temperature. The heat

capacity of the sample cell is subtracted from the total heat

capacities. Thus we obtain the values of heat capacities of

the adsorbed atoms or molecules.
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     g3 Experimental results

 3-1 H2 in Na-Y zeolite

     Most of H2 is expected to be adsorbed in the cavity in high

density cases because the porosity ratio of O.5 is mainly cornes

from the cavity space. In low density cases, the adsorbed H                                                               2
rnay be possible to stay partially in the pore channels
conn' ecting the cavities and may be affected considerably by the
dipole field between the Na+ cations and the negative charges of

AI02'  in Y zeolÅ}te. The density of H2 of 5.0Å~10d4rnol per 1 g of

Y zeolite corresponds to adsorption of one H2 molecule in a

cavity of Y zeolite.

     Experimental results of the heat capacity for several

densities of adsorbed H2 in the Na-Y zeolite are shown in

Fig. 5. 0ne of the characteristics is the following fact.

Comparing with the case of the bulk H2, the bigger heat
capacities are observed at low ternperatures, where the bulk H                                                              2
is already in solid state and known to obey almost Debye's T3

law. This tendency has already been found by Tell and Maris3).

For the case of H2 in the Vycor glassr heat capacity shows a

peak both in process of increasing and decreasing ternperature,

which corresponds to the rnelting and solidification of H2. In

our caser however, there appear no peaks but inflection points

on temperature dependence. This gives a big difference from the

case of several restricted geometries, especially in the 2D

geometry as will be shown later in chapter 3. Fosc the case of

the Na-Y zeolite, we observe bigger heat capacitÅ}es of H2 than
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those in the H-Y zeolite over the whole temperature
the sample with low density of g.oxlo-4rnollg in

y zeolitet the heat capacity shows almost a T2

the inflection point around 11 K and shows
dependence above 11 K. For the higher density case of
3mol/g, heat capacity shows almost a T2 dependence

shows alrnost a Tl'5 dependence above s K.

 3-2 H2 in H-Y zeolite

     For the sample with a low density of s.3Å~lo-4

H-y zeolite, the heat capacity shows a T3 dependence

and becornes almost flat at higher temperature as

Fig. 6. Above 10 K, the experimenta.l values'begin

because of the increasing experimental error due to
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                                                         -3                                                           moilgH-Y zeolite. Results for the higher density of 9.0Å~10
are shown in Fig. 7. The T3 dependence is ebserved below 5 K,

but the data rather fit the Einstein rnodel almost over the
whole ternperatures with the chracteristic ternperature eE = 25 K

and the saturation'value of heat capacity Cs.= 2.0 Jlmol'K.

 3-3 He4 Å}n Na-y and H-y zeolites

     We rnay expect the transition to superfluidity in the case
of He4 adsorbed in y zeolite. wada et al. measured the heat

capacity of He4 adsorbed in Na-y zeolite.6) The usual X-type

peak was not detected but they found an abrupt decrease below
                                                    4about Ttr = 3 K which depended on the density of He . However,

this anomaly at Ttr did not seem to be the transition to
superfluidity. Above Ttr, the heat capacity changes linearly

with temperature, which is interpreted by Wada et ai. as a
property of semiquantum iiquid state of He4.7) But we take the

different interpretation which will be rnentioned in the
discussion.
     our results for the case of He4 in the Na-y zeolite with

He4 density of 2.2, 4.4, 6.s and g.oxlo-4mol/g are shown in

Figs.8-11 plotted by CIT vs [V. The data fit well the
followÅ}ng relation above T                          trt

                  c = AT . BT2 .

Below Ttrr heat capacity decreases abruptly. The ternperature

dependence will be discussed later. Wada et al. did not give a
T2 dependence term of the heat capacity. The values of A, B and
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Heat capacities

             c

Tab le 1

     4 of He

 = AT +

above
  2BT

T in tr Na-Y zeolite

A(J.mol-1.K-2) B(J'mol-1.K-'3) Ttr

(K)

O.22 1.50 O.O70 3.8

O.44 1.54 O.056 3.4

O.65 O.74 O.106 3.8

O.90 1.10 O.050 4.1

Ttr in our cases are given in Table 1. With decreasing density
of adsorbed He4 , the heat capacity becomes to show apparently

                        . It is different from the results ofabrupt decrease below T                      tr
                                                   41H2 in Y zeolites that the heat capacities- of He                                                      have T

dependence terrns with large constant values of A. '
      The results for He4 in the H-y zeolite with densities of
                    '4.4Å~lo-4mol/g and lo.oxlo-3mollg are shown in Fig. 12 plotted by

CIT vs [r. In these cases, no abrupt change is observed in the
present temperature range. The heat capacity of He4 fit wen

BT2 instead of AT + BT2. Below 6 K, B equals to o.2g J/mol'K3

for the density of 4.4Å~lo-4mollg and equals to o.14 J/mol.K3 for

the density of lo.OxlO-3 mol/g. The heat capacity at higher

temperature up to 20 K is measured in the case for the density
of 4.4Å~lo-4 mollg. The result are shown in Fig. 13 plotted by

log C vs log T. The heat capacity shows alrnost a T2 dependence
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below 6 K and the dependence changes gradually in temperature

range frorn 6K to 10 K. Above 10 K, the heat capacity
approaches the following value

                  C = 1.83T J/mol.K .

For the density of lo.oxlo'3mollg, adsorbed He4 is fuu in pore

in the H-Y zeolite simUar to the case of H2 for the density of
g.oxlo-'3mollg. The heat capacity of adsorbed He4 shows a T2

temperature dependence and differs cornpletely from the EÅ}nstein

model in the case of high density H2. Above 5.5 K, the heat

capacity can not be rneasured due to outgas frorn zeolite.

 3-4 N2 and Ar in H-Y zeoiite

     Heat capacities for high density Ar and N2 in the H-

Y zeolite are also measured. The results show the sintlar
temperature dependence with the high densÅ}ty case of H2 in the

H-Y zeolite, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The switching from
the T3 temperature dependence to the Einstein rnodel occurs at

about 7 K. The saturation values in the Einstein model for Ar

and N2 are larger than that of H2. The values of eE for Ar

and N2 are 34 K and 40 K, and the asymptotic saturation values

are Cs =12 Jlrnol'K and 14 Jlrnol.K, respectively. The Debye

temperatures OD of adsorbed Ar and N2 are 59 K and 60 K which
are obtained from the coefficient of the T3 term below 7 K. The

discrepancy between the Debye rnodel with eD determined above

and experimental values is apparent above 7 K.
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     S4 Discussion

 4-1 H2 in Na-Y zeolite -- T2 dependence

     The results of heat capacity H2 adsorbed in the Na-
y zeoZite give the temperature dependence of nearly T2 below

11 K for each value of the present densities. Moreover, the heat
capacity for density of 4.sxlo"3mollg has nearly the sarne value

with that of 9.0Å~10'4mollg. It may be the only reason to be

                                   'considered from the result that H2 molecules in the Na-Y zeolite

forrn the 2D solid with almost same lattice constant in these
                     'densities. At T << e2D, where e2D is Debye temperature for the

2D solid, the heat capacity of the 2D Debye solid is gÅ}ven by

                          T2                               Jlrnol K.               C = 240<                             )                         e2D

We obtain the value of 02D = 90 K for the densÅ}ty of 9.0Å~10
4 mol!g regard as the 2D Debye soUd. Above 11 K, the heat
capacity for density of g.oxlo'4mollg shows Tl dependence, which

is similar to the case f6r the bulk liquid H2. Therefore, H2 rnay

be solid 1Å}ke below 11 K and become liquid like above 11 K with
continuous change. For the case of the density of 4.sxlo-3rnol!g,

the 2D soiid of H2 may become liquid partially with continuous

change. Such a continuous solid-fluid transition of H2 is

observed by Stockmayer in chabazites with ellipsoidal cavities
                      oof diameter of 6.7Å~10 A and interconnecting channels of diarneter
of 4X.8) But the temperature range for the continuous

transition of adsorbed H2 in chabazite is very wide (40 K-
29o K). The [v2 dependent heat capacity of H2 in the Na-Y zeolite
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will be discussed in the following section comparing with the T3

dependent heat capacity ef H2 in the H-Y zeoUte.

 4-2 H2 in H-Y zeolite -- T3 dependence

     The heat capacity of H2 adsorbed in the H-Y zeolite for the
densÅ}ty of 8.3Å~lo-'4mollg shows the T3 dependence below 9 K and

becornes almost flat at higher ternperatures. Below 9 Kr the

temperature dependence suggests that H2 behaves a 3D Debye
solid. The characteristic temperature e3D for this case is

estirnated to be about 90 K and is rather close to e                                                       for the                                                    3D
bulk H2. Above 9 K, the continuous solid-liquid transition

might occur sÅ}mUarly to the case of the Na-Y zeolite.

     The difference of temperature dependence of heat capacities

oE H2 adsorbed in Na--Y and H-Y zeolites may be due to the

difference of the electric dipole field from the cation and AiO                                                              2

. This electric dipole field enhance the van der Waals force so

as to localize H2 molecules near the cations. Wada et al.
                                                              4measured the heat capacity and adsorption isotherrn of He
adsorbed in y zeolites with various kinds of cations.9) From

these data, they estiinated the magnitude of the localÅ}zation
                           '                        '                                                  4potential energy of each cation. In the case of He adsorbed in

Na-Y and H-Y zeolites, the localization potential energies W
were estirnated to be W(Na+)lk = 28 K and W(H+)lk <6 K.
Sintlarly, W(Na+) expected to be much larger than W(H+) also in

the case of H2 adsorbed in Y zeolites. Thereforet adsorbed H2

molecules in the Na-Y zeolite tend to localize on the wall oE

the cavities and forrn 2D solid because of the large localization
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potential energy of H2. While H2 in the H-Y zeolite may not be

localized so strongly on the waZ! of the cavÅ}ty but forrn the
droplet in the cavity, because W(H+)lk is less than the
                          'soliditication energy of 14 K. Then, H2 in the H-Y zeolite

shows the property expeeted in 3D solid at low temperature.

 4-3 He4 in Na-y and H-y zeolites

     rn the case of the Na-Y zeolite, the abrupt change of heat
               4capacity of He occurs at Ttr. It may be considered that the
                                                        'Ttr correspond to transition of eÅ}ther solid-liquid or super-

normal fluid. For the case of solid-liquid transition in some

restricted conditionsr heat capacities almost show peaks or
                 10,11)                                                              4casps around Tc.                        For example, the heat capacity of He

adsorbed on GrafoU is known to accornpany a peak. The peak of
                                                              4heat capacity becomes large and Tc increases with increasing He
coverages.ii) in the present experirnent resuits, it is not

likely that Ttr is solid-liquid transition temperature, because

the change of the heat capacity becomes srnall with increasing
             4density of He at Ttr and Ttr does not depend on the density of

He . Nor, we do not expect Ttr as superfluid                                                     transition

temperature, because Ttr is higher than the Bose-Einstein
condensation temperature. And also heat capacity of He3 adsorbed

in the Na-Y zeolite is known to show similar ternperature
                         4                                                            12)dependence to that for He , gÅ}ving an inflection point [Ptre

Therefore, this rnay not be attributed to something like a

superfluid transition. Kato et al. raentioned that He atoms are

localized by the van der Waals potential below T                                                    and behave                                                tr
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liquid-like above Ttr in Na-y zeolite.13) But they did not

explain clearly about temperature dependence of heat capacity of
He4 at temperatures below Ttr.

     Tait and Reppy obtained sirnilar results in the case of He4

submonolayer adsorbed in vycor glass.14) They analyzed the

data with the following expressÅ}ons
                                    '

        C= AT+BT2 (T> Ttr)
        c = D(kET + 2)exp(k'li ) + B'[r2 ( T < [Dtr ) .

               BB
In the first expression, the linear term arises frorn single-

particle excitation of atorns out of islands in submonolayer into

rnoving state with higher energyr and the quadratic term comes

from pseudo-Debye 2D vibrations of the islands. Roy and Halsey
                                                       15)discussed this rnodel theoretically for the first time.                                                           Tait

and Reppy have put forward this rnodel and shown that the energy

gap 2E which is the barrier for excitation is responsible for

the rapid decrease in heat capacity below Ttr as the single-

particle excÅ}tations are rapidly frozen out. They have given the
                            14)derivation of heat capacity.
     zn the case of the Na-y zeolite, the heat capacities of He4

above [Ptr fit well the first expression. Below Ttr, we tried to
make He4 data fit the second expressionr where we put B' = B.

                              are reproducible with the secondOur present data belowT                           tr
expression which are shown with the solid lines in Figs. 8-11.

The values of the parameter D, E and B are given in Table 2.

The data obtained by Tait and Reppy were explained with the two

equations using B and B' (B 4 B'>. But they did not explain
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              . Table 2
Heat capacities of He4 below Ttr in Na-y zeolite

                            -E ). BT2     C = D( El(kBT)+2 )exp(
                            kBT

(

n-3mol/gx10

) (

D-1
J.mol.

-2
K)

E/kB

(K) (

BJjmo1

-1-3•K)

O.Z2 28.3• 12.4 O.070

O.44 24.7 10.9 O.056

O.6S 7.61 9.5
O.106

O.90 7.33 7.S O.050

well the fact that 02D corresponding to B changed at [Ptr. In

the Na-Y zeolite case, we can take B as equal to B' and get a

good agreement with the data. '
                                                               4     In the H-Y zeolite, however, the heat capacities of He

differ frorn those in the Na-Y zeolite. Below 5 K, heat
capacities of He4 fit wen B T2 instead of AT+B T2. From the

values of B, we estimate the 2D Debye ternperatures 02D to be
28.8 K and 44.4 K for the densities 4.4Å~10'4 and lo.oxlo-
3  mol/g, respectively. The values and trend of e2D with density
are similar to the behavior of He4 monolayer on Grafoil.10) The

temperature dependence of heat capacity of He4 changes from T2

to Tl dependence above sK in the case of He4 for the density

4.4Å~lo-4 mollg. '

     As mentioned in the discussion on H2 "'n Na--Y and H-
Y zeolites, the localization potential energies W were estirnated
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to be W(Na")lk = 28 K and W(H')lk <6K in the case of He4 in

y zeolites.9) The difference between the heat capacity of He4

in Na-Y and H-Y zeolites may be due to the localization
potential energy as that of H2 in the sarne zeolites. rn the

case of the Na-Y zeolite! the energy gap 2E may correspond to
W(Na"). The value of 2Elk, for example, is 25 K for the density

of 2.2Å~lo'4mol/g and correspond to a!most the same value as

W(Na+)lk obtained by Wada et al. In the case of the H-Y zeoliter

W(H+), corresponding to the energy gap 2E, is very small. This

suffers negligible contribution from single-particle excitatÅ}on
and thus the heat capacities of He4 adsorbed in the H-y zeolite

do not show the abrupt change as that in the Na-Y zeolite. In

fact, the heat capacities show the ternperature dependence

expected in the pseudo-2D Debye solid below 6K for the
densities 4.4Å~lo'4 and lo.oxlo-3 mollg. However, the pseudo-2D

Debye solid and single-particie excitatÅ}on seern to coexist in

the ternperature range 6K to 10 K for the density 4.4Å~10-
4  mollg. Above 10 K, the pseudo-2D Debye solid rnay disappear
and He4 rnay be in free particie state. !n the case of He4

density of lo.oxlo'3 rnollg, the heat capacity of adsorbed He4

couid not be rneasured due to outgas of He4 from the H-y zeolite

above 5 K.

     As for adsorbed H2, the temperature dependence of heat

capacities cerresponding to solid like state depends on the
species of cations. However, the heat capacities of He4 in Na-y

and H-y zeolites have T2 temperature dependences which may be

attributed to the pseudo-2D Debye solid state. [rhÅ}s difference

may be explained as the following. The van der Waals potential
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energy of He4 atorns is much srnaller than that of H2 moiecules.

The magnitude of localization potential energy of W is larger,

even in the H-Y zeolite, than the van der Waals potential
energy of He4 atorns. Then, He4 atoms tend to form a 2D solid

on the wall of cavity both in Na-Y and H-Y zeolites and the heat
capacities have a T2 dependence in both Na-y and H-y zeolites.

But the difference of loca"zation potential energy seerns to
give influence on the 2D solid of He4 at high temperature. For

exarnpie, in the case of He4 density of 4.4Å~io-4 moyg, the heat

capacity of He4 in the Na-y zeoiite has a constant T2 terrn from

3.4 K to 10 K, while in the case of the H-y zeolite the T2 term

                   'contribute little to the heat capacity at 10 K. On the basis of
this result, He4 atoms in the 2D solid in the H-y zeolite seemed

to be easy to change inte single-particle excited state because

of the srnall magnitude of localization potential energy.

 4-4 High density H2, N2 and Ar in H-Y zeolite

     The Einstein model holds well for the high density H2, N2

and Ar adsorbed in the H-Y zeolite, where not only the cavities

but also the channels are full of atoms or rnolecules. Here, we

present a model whose heat capacity can be approxirnated as an

Einstein model.

    We assume firs.tly that adsorbed atoms and molecules form

srnall particle or cluster in each cavity and each particle

oscillates with common unique frequency. The characteristic

frequency fo has the lowest frequency expressed as,
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                           v                    fO = 2L

where v is the sound velocity and L is the diameter of the

particle. The characteristic frequencies fo are obtained using
upper relation, substituting v = 2.4o Krnls (H2)16), 1.so Kmls

(N2)i7) and 1.7s Km/s (Ar)i8) in bulk solid and the cavity

                odiameter of 13 A. The characteristic ternperatureS O Ecal Of H2r

N2 and Ar are gÅ}ven as 7.3 K, 5.6 K, and 4.8 K, respectively.
All OEcal are much srnaller than e E estirnated experÅ}rnentally, and

the ratios of OEcalleE are about O.14 - O.30. The value of OE

of H2 is the smal!est, whÅ}le that of OEcai of H2 is the biggest

of all. This model is too sirnple to explain whole experimental

results consistently.

     The pore of Y zeolite is cornposed of the spherical cavÅ}ties

and the cylindrical channels as explained in g2-1, and atorns and

molecules adsorbed fully in the pore may be treated as two

parts. This is similar to the rnodel for sintered powders.

Recently, Nishiguchi and Nakayama dÅ}scussed thermal resistance
between sintered powder and He3 on the surface, and showed that

the low energy vibrational modes are produced from the elastic

deformation of the bridges connecting the particles of sintered
       19)            They introduced the rnaxirnum angular frequency eeE as,powder.

              (DE = ( T a2E )i 12

                      ML

where Mr a, L and E denote the mass of particle, the bridge

radius, the bridge length and Young's rnodulus of the bridge

rod, respectively. And they show that the therrnal properties of

sintered powder are well described by the Einstein model with
                                                          '
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the characteristic frequency al                                        below the ca!culated                                   E
characteristic ternperature eEcal = tieeE/kB.

     The high density H2, N2 and Ar are full in the H-Y zeolite,

respectively and seem to form the particle in the cavity by the

van der Waals potential energi.es which are larger than the

values of W of the H-Y zeolite. Then, We applied this theory to

the high density H2r N2 and Ar adsorbed in the H-Y zeolite. rn

one cavity of Yzeolite, about 20 molecules of H                                                          or 8                                                       2'
molecules oE N2 and or 8 atoms of Ar can be contained. Thusr M

of each particle of H2, N2 and Ar can be estirnated. By
substituting a = 4 X, L = 4 X for Y zeolite and Young's modules

                        16)                               17)                                         18)E for the bulk solid H2 , N2 and Ar r (DE and OEcal fOr
these systems are calculatedr and given in Table 3. Although

this calculation is a rough estÅ}mate, the values of O                                                          agree                                                     Ecal
with that of O Ecal better than by the ruodel rnentioned above. we

can also reduce the relation, OE(H2) < eE(Ar) < eE(N2). [Vhe
difference between eEcal and OE rnay mainly be due to the value E

used above. The value E for such small volume of restricted

geometry is probable to be different frorn that in bulk state.

In this rnodel, Cs oÅí adsorbed molecuies is proportional to the

nurnberS of particles. One particle of H2 consists of 20
rnolecules, while one of N2 and Ar consists of 8 molecules. Then

in the case of same adsorption value, Cs of H2 is smaller than

that of N2. This agrees wÅ}th the experimental result
qualitatively. Then, this rnodel suggests that rnolecules should

not be adsorbed on the wall of cavities of the H-Y zeolite.

     Below T = eE 16, heat capacities of experÅ}mental value are
larger than that of the Einstein model and have a T3 temperature
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The Einstein model

        Table

of high density

 3

H2,N2 and Ar in H-y zeol!te

E10(xiOdyn.cm-3)-

.-M(Å~lo"23gr:')

tu
E(Å~ioiiHz)

eealE(K) eE(K)

H2 O.214 6.67 25 19 2S

Ar 2.68 53.3 31 24 34

N2 2.08 37.3 33 25 40

dependence. Low frequency Debye's fnode contributes mainly to the

heat capacity at low ternperature instead of 'Einstein's rnode.

The Debye temperatures O                           calculated from the coefficients of                         D
the T3 term of the heat capacity H2, N2 and Ar are 105 K, 68 K

and 59 K, respectively, ,while eD of the bulk solid H2r N2 and Ar
are 12o K16), g3 K17) and sl K18),• respectively. The

experirnental values of e                             are smaller than those of bulk                           D
solids. In general, as decreasing the size of particle, the

lattice vibrational mode becoTries soft and the Debye temperature

is reduced.
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Chapter 3 Heat Capacities of H2, D2 and He4 Adsorbed in

           lnterlayer Spaces of N'(CH3)4- and Al203'

           Montmorillonites

     gl Introduction

      As mentioned in chapter 2, the heat capacities of H                                                              2
adsorbed in Yzeolites do not show any sharp peak which
corresponds to either the rnelting or the solidification of H                                                              2
moiecules. Though a continuous solid-liquid transition is
suggested to occur at around 9 K in the H--Y zeolite, we consider

that'the size of void channel or pore of Y zeolite is too small

to show a phase transition clearly. Thent we attempt to use the

restricted geornetry of which pore has the interrnediate size

between that of Y zeolite and that of Vycor glass, where
rnolecular H2 is supposed in liquid state well below the
solidification ternperature of H2 in Vycor glass. The 2D space

in pillar intercalated rnontmorillonites may be suitable
substances with restricted geometries for our purpose. The

intercalated space is prepared by introducing stable cation-

pillars in the interlayer space of Na-montmorillonite. The

interlayer distance depends on the size of introduced cation

pillars. So, it is possible to control the interlayer distance

by the cation-pillars. Some stabÅ}e cations are used for pillars
                                                           'and provide the 2D space whose the interlayer separation varies
from 4X to 2o a.

      As for the 2D restricted geometries, the surface of metal
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particle and Grafioil are well known and the properties of atorns

and rnolecules adsorbed on these surfaces have been studied by a
                    1)number of workers.                        At low temperatures, the rnonoiayer and

submonolayer of atorns or molecules on these surface tend to be
              'localized and to behave like solid. The cation pillar-
intercaiated rnontmorillonite prevides the interlayer 2D space

which is diÅíferent from usual surfaces as mentioned above.- If

the Å}nterlayer separation is the same order of magnitude with

molecuiar sizesr the van der Waals potential of rnolecuies may

differ frorn those adsorbed on the surfaces rnentioned above.

Therefore the intercalated 2D space is expected to give some new

aspects on quantum liquid.

     Recentlyr Miyagi et al. calculated rnolecular attractive
                              '
force acting on particles confined in an ideal dielectric
substance.2} They pointed out that a molecule has lower energy

in a slab-shaped cavity or in a square tubular cavity than in

the free space even if it is not adsorbed !ocally on the wall of

the cavity. They also suggested that the potential energy must

be a basic quantity in predicting ieatures of the phase
                                                  'transition of condensed rnatter observed in pores. Then the

behavior of atorns and molecules adsorbed in the interlayer 2D

space is of considerable interest.
     We have measured the heat capacities H2r D2 and He4

adsorbed Å}n interlayer space of N+(CH3)4- and Al203-
                                                              ornontmorillonites which give the interiayer separation of 4.1 A
        oand 9.0 A, respectively.
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     S 2 Experirnentals

 2--1 Adserption space of restricted geornetries in N+(CH3)4-

      and A1203-rnontmorillonites

     Arnong clay minerals there are some which irnbibe guest

molecules as p' rolifically as zeolites do. Generally,
intercalation between the anionic siliceous sheets of these

rnSnerals rnakes swell rooms for atoms or molecules to be adsorbed

in them. Swelling in the case of clay rninerals is possible

because the parallel layers in these materials are bonded to

each other not covalently but by van der Waals and electrostatic

forces. Electrostatic bonding arises if these are anionic
charge on the sheets neutra!ized by interlayer cations. These
                                       'cations play role of a cement which helps to hold together the

anionic sheets on either side of thern. When the minerals are

outgassed, interlayer pore space does not usually keep room

space in them; the pore space can be created only by penetration

ofi pillar molecules and the consequent sweliing with thern. It is

possible to open the interlayer regions permanently by the

penetration and to sorb atoras or molecules like zeolites as

rnolecular sieves.

     In 1955, Barrer and McLeod showed that the silicate sheets

with pillar cations of N+(CH3)4 or N+(C2Hs)4 were kePt

permanently apart providing there the intracrystalline free

volume in which various non-polar as well as to polar rnolecules
could be adsorbed.3) Montmoril!onite is one of the minerals

having the three-fold sheets found in rnicas as shown in
     '
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Fig. 14). The structural Eormula for montmorillonite is

           Na.(Al{2..)Mgx)<Si401o)(OH)2 rRH20 .

!n a typical montmerillonite, the values oi x and rn in the above

Åíormu!a are about O.33 and 3.5t respectivelye The Si401o Unit

represents the composition of the tetrahedral sheets in the
triple layer. The octahedral layer contains A13+ or Mg2+ ions.

The sheets are stacked in an ABA sequence to- give the unit

ceils.

      Stable N+(CH3)4-pillars can be introduced in the

interlayer space oE Na-montrnorillonite by ion exchange of the
interlayer cations Na+ with tetramethyl ammonium ions. The Na-

montrnorillonite used in this study is produced from Tsukinuno in

Yamagata prefecture, Japanr with the trade narne "KunipÅ}a G"

supplied by Kunirnine Industrial Company. The cation exchange

capacity of the clay is known to be 100 meql 100 g. The ion

exchange is done in the following way. N(CH3)4Cl aqueous

solution is added to Na-montmorillonite which swe!ls in
distilled water. The ntxture is allowed to react at 500C for

24 hours with occasional stirring. Then, the montrnorillonite is

centrifuged and washed with water several tirnesr and dried by
evacuation at 400C. Dehydration of N+(CH3)4-montmorillonite is

performed for several hours by purnping H20 and air out of sample

at 1000C. The X-ray powder diffraction shows the basal spacing
        oof 13.6 A, which gives permanently the interlayer separation of

4.1 A. The thickness of the silicate layer is 9.5 A. Saturation

capacity for interlamellar sorption which was estimated by
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Barrer and Millington is 41.s cm3/g NTp for N2.5)

     Recently, a new class of solid which has large surface area

has been prepared by introducing metal oxides into the
                                     6)interlayer spaces of swelling clays.                                        The metai oxide acts as

pillars to keep the silicate layers apart and form interlayer
zeoiÅ}tic cavitl'es. comparing montmoriiionites having organic ion

pillars such as N'(CH3)4 with those havÅ}ng metal oxide pillars,

the latters provide large surface area, large separation length

and the stability up to high temperature. Al203-montrnorillonite
is one of the exaiRples with metal oxide pillars.7) It has a

basal spacing of 18.5 g which gives the interlayer separation of

    o9.0 A. Al203-montmorillonite has sorption capacity as large as

Y zeolite. At the fÅ}rst process of the sample preparation,

polyrneric hydroxy-aluminum cation is introduced into the
interlayer space and is replaced with the Å}nterlayer cations of

raontmorillonite. Then the hydroxy--aluminum cations are converted

into the alurninum oxide pillars by dehydration between the

layers. Therefore Ai203-montmorillonite has less number of

interlayer cations than Na-montmorillonite. Dehydration of

Al203-rnontmoriiionite is perforrned by keeping the sarnple at

500eC for several hours while pumping H20 and air out of sarnple.

 2-2 Experimental apparatus and procedure

     We measure heat capacities by conventional DC heat pulse

method in the course of increasing ternperature. Experimental

apparatus and procedure are the same as rnentioned a!ready in

chapter 2.
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     At firstr we rneasure the heat capacities of the sample cell

which contained the N+(CH3)4- or A1203- montrnorillonite without

adsorbed gas in it. In the ternperature range frorn 1 K to 20 K,

the heat capacity of the A1203-rnentmorillonite ceU can be

fitted to the same expression as that used in the case of the

Y zeolite cell,

                    c. 6z ATk
                       k=O k

where Ak's are obtained by the least square method. The
behavior of the heat capacity of the N+(CH3)4-montmorillonite

differs from those of Y zeolites and the Al203-rnontmorillonite

as shown in Fig. 2. Below 2.5 K, the heat capacity shows anoraaly

with a broad hump around 1.5 K. Above 4 K, the heat capacity
               2.5shows nearly T                   dependence. The anornalous part oE the heat

capacity below 4K is shown in Fig. 3, which is obtained by
                                    2.5subtracting the heat capacity with T                                       dependence term from the

total heat capacity. This anornalous heat capacity fits well a
                                                             'Schottky type heat capacity which has the maxiraum value at O.8 K

and reproduced by the followÅ}ng expression,
                 A(-iEIBIiEffT)gXP(EIBii]r)

           c=                  ( 1 + exp(k:T))2

where E/k = 1.9 K and A = 3.58Å~10-3 Jlg K. This Schottky type

heat capacity may be due to the rotational rnode of CH3-radicai

in N+(CH3)4. The rotational energy Or of CH3-radical is

estirnated to be elk =1 K.
                 r
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     g 3 Experirnental results

 3-1 H2, D2 and He4 in N+(CH3)4-rnontmorillonite

     Fig. 4 shows the results oÅí several repeated measurements
                                              --4                                                mollg adsorbedfor the sample with H2. of the density 5.0Å~10

in the N+(CH3)4-montmorillonite. !n this case, H2 rnolecules

occupy about 10 06 of the free voiume of the interlayer space

except the part of pÅ}llars. In the course of the first run of

the measurement, we found a A-type anomaly at 7.6 K. At the
higher ternperatures, the heat capacity shows nearly T2

dependence up to the measured highest temperature of 20 K.

However, the anornaly observed in the virgin run disappeared in

the subsequent runs which were carried out after cooling again

the sample down to2Kfrorn 20 K. Below 7.6 K, the heat
capacity can be expressed by

              c = AT2 + Bexp( -E )
                            kBT
where A = 5.45Å~10d2 Jlmol'K and Elk = 45.7 K. An independent

                                                   -4                                                      mollg hasexperirnent for slight:y lower H2 density than 5.0Å~10

given similar resultst showing the appearance and disappearance

of the X-type peak at 7.6 K in the virgin and subsequent run,

respectiveiy. Noteworthy is that the evolution of heat Åírom the

sample is detectedr which is possibly due to ortho-para
conversion. Considering that ortho-para ratio might be related

with the appearance of the X-type anornaly, we keep the sample
with the density of s.oxlo-4 mollg overnight at liquid He4

temperature. Theni we cannot observe the anomaly at all even in
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the virgin run.
                                                      -3                                                         rno11g.     We measure heat capacities of H2 density of 2.5Å~10
The heat capacity shows a simple T2 dependence without any

anomaly in the rneasured temperature region. The result is shown

in Fig. 5 plotted by log C vs log T.
                                                       -4                                                          mol/g     The heat capacity of D2 for the density 5.0Å~10

adsorbed in the same substance is shown in Fig. 6. The heat
capacity shows a sirnple T2 dependence without any anomaly.

     As for He4 adsorbed in the N+(CH3)4-montmorilloniter the

result of the heat capacity for the density of s.oXlo'4 rnollg is

shown in Fig. 7 plotted by C!T vs T. This result gives the
simuar temperature dependence to that in the case of He4

adsorbed in the H-Y zeolite. Zn the temperature range
1.55 K<T< 3.2 K, the rneasured heat capacÅ}ty fÅ}ts we!l the

following relation,

               c = o.iT + o.o6[r2 (J/rnoi.K) .

 The temperature dependence of heat capacity changes
continuously in the temperature range 3.2 K<T< 4.25 K and
shows a Tl dependence above 4.25 K.

 3--2 H2, D2 and He4 in A1203-rnontmorillonite

     Zn the case oE adserbed H2, we rneasure the heat capacities
                                         -3of H2 for densities of O.5r 1.0 and 5.0Å~10 mollg. The result
                               -3                                 inollg is shown Å}n Fig. 8. Withof H2 for the density oE O.5Å~lo

this densityr H2 molecuies occupy about 5 g of the free volume

of interlayer space excepting the part of pUlars. The heat
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capacity of H2 has a hump around 10 K. The experirnents for this

density are repeated several tiraes and the figure shows the the

data superimposed. The scattering of the data points of the

heat capacities above 12 K is possibly due to the outgas frorn

the sample and also partly due to the large background heat

capacity which is about 90 9o of the total heat capacity. Below

6 K the heat capacity shows the temperature dependence close to
T2.

     The resuit of H2 for the density 1.0Å~10-3 rnellg shows in

Fig. 9 plotted by log C vs log T. The heat capacity of H2 does

not have any hump around 10 K, but has a shoulder around 5 K.
The data show nearly a T2 dependence in the whole ternperature

range.

     The similar result is obtained also in the heat capacity of
H2 with the density 5.0Å~10'3rnollg as shown in Fig. 10. No peak

Å}n observed for this density, either. The data show a T2

dependence in the whole ternperature range.

     In the case of D2, the result of the heat capacity of the
               -4                  rnollg is similar to that of H2 with the samedensity 5.0Å~10

density. The heat capacity of D2 has a hurnp around 9 K as shown
in Ng. 11. Below7K, the heat capacity shows nearly a [v2

dependence.

              4.     As for He                adsorbed in the Al203-montmorillonite, the heat
capacities of He4 for densities i.oxio-3,2.ixio-3 and 2.oxio-3

mollg are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. In the case of the density
1.oxlo-3mol/g, the heat capacÅ}ty above 2.5 K fits well the

Eollowing expression,
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               c = o.i4T + o.26T2 (Jlmol .K) .

                                                               '
Below 2.5 K, the heat capacity is large as compared with above
formula. This tendency differs frorn the cases for He4 adsorbed

in Y zeolites and the N+(CH3)4-montmorilloni'te. In the case for

the density 2.1Å~lo-3 mollg, the result is similar to that for

the density 1.0Å~10'3 mollg. Above 5 K, the heat capacity fits

the following expressionr

                c = o.3T + o.isT2 (J!mol.K} .

The heat capacity is large as compared with above relation below

5 K. This is different frorn the cases of Y zeolites. Below 3 K,
the heat capacity for the density 2.1Å~10-3 mollg is iarger than

that for 1.oxlo-3 rnollg. The examination of the ternperature

dependence below 4 K gives a hump around 1.7 K for He4 with the

density 2.oxlO-3 mollg as shown in Fig. 13. Except the humpr the

heat capacity fits well the following expression in the whole

rneasured temperature ranger

               c = o.4sT + o.osT2 ( Jlmoi.K ) .
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     S 4 Discussion

 4-1 A-type anornaly of H2 in N+(CH3)4-montmorillonite

                 '
     Anomalies of heat capacity of H2 are observed in two
independent experÅ}mental runs for the density of s.oxlo'4 mollg.

rn these two experirnentst we take relatively short time to cool

down the sarnple and to rneasure heat capacity in the temperature

range frorn 1.5 K to 7.6 K, comparing with the time for other

runs of observations which show no capacity anomaly, too.

Generation of heat from the sample is observed during cooling

the sample down to 1.5 K. There are two common points on the

results of the observed anomalous heat capacity. The measured

heat capacity in the first run is larger than those in the

second and the third run below 6 K, and has anomaly between 6 K

and 7.6 K. Above 7.6 K, heat capacities of all runs have airnost
the same values and show the T2 dependence.

     Therefore it is not possible that the solid-liquid
transition occurs at 7.6 K. Then, H2 rnolecules adsorbed in the
N+(CH3)4-montmoriUonite rnay forrn a 2D solid in the whole

measured temperature range. Because ef iarge heat capacity and

generation of self heating of the sample in the first run at low

temperatures, the anoraaly may suggest the existence of ortho-

H2. [Vhe heat capacity of solid ortho-H2 is larger than that of

solid para-H2. In bulk solid H2r ortho-para conversion rate is

2" per hour and the heat of the conversion is about 81 Jlmol

below 10 K. One of the possibility is that orientational order-

disorder transition of ortho-H2 takes place in this case. rn the
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bulk H2, ortho orientational order occurs with higher ortho

concentration than about 50 g. The transition temperature T
                                                               c
depends on ortho concentration: 2.8 K and 1.5 K for ortho
                                                           8)concentration of 100 g and 75 g, respectively, for example.                                                              Up

to now, no experirnental confirmation has been obtained for the

orientatÅ}onal ordering of ortho-H2 in 2D solid adsorbed in

restricted geometries. Transition temperatures of ortho-H                                                               2
orientational ordering for the 2D systerns were calculated by
o'sheel and Klein.9) They predicted Tc = 1.5 K for 2D ortho-H2,

which is rnuch lower than 7.6 K. But Tc depends generally on

lattice constants and structure of H2 solid strongly.

     !n order to investigate ortho-para conversÅ}on of adsorbed

H2, we also performed NMR study of adsorbed H2. The ortho-para

conversion rate should be detected from time dependence of NMR

intensity of adsorbed H2. The results show the ortho-para
conversion rate is several g per hour at 4.2 K. [Vhenr the ortho

concentration after the first run is expected to becorne very low

and the X-type anornaly could not occur the second and third run.

 4-2 H2 and D2 in N+(CH3)4- and A-l203-rnontmorillonites

     Beiow 7 K, the heat capacities of H2 and D2 adsorbed in
mentmorinonites exhibit a T2 temperature dependence, giving an

indication of the 2D solid behavior. The low ternperature region
of the T2 dependence are analyzed in terms of a 2D Debye model.

The experimental 2D Debye temperature 02D is found to be nearly

independent of temperature up to T/e2D = O.07, consistent with

the temperature range where the next asymptotic formuia is
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valÅ}d.

              c = 24o ( T' )2                                (Jlrnol.K)
                        e2D

Using this formula below7K, 02D of H2 and D2 adserbed in
N+(CH3)4- and Al203-rnontmorillonites are obtained and given in

Table 1. The va!ue of e3D of bulk solid H2 is about 120 K and

that of bulk solid D2 is 89 K. '

     !n Al203-montmorUlonite, the heat capacities of H2 and of
D2 for the density 5.0Å~10'4rnollg have the hump at 10 K and

 9 Kt respectivelyr and do not show a T2 dependence above these

temperatures. Cofnparing with X-anornaly of H2 in N+(CH3)4'

rnontmoFillonite, these hurnps are time-independent and the result

of the subsequent run is almost the sarne as that of the virgin

run. Therefore, the hurnps possÅ}bly correspond to the process ef

melting from 2D solid to liquid.

     Nielsen et al. obtained the phase dÅ}agrarns of adsorbed
                                   10)monolayers oÅí D2 and H2 on Grafoii.                                       In the 2D layers adsorbed

on Grafoil, the melting ternperature of H2 is almost the sarne as

that of D2. In subrnonolayert the rnelting temperature increases

frorn 10 K to 20 K by increasing the amount of adsorbed H2 or D2.

In this case, they interpreted that the phase changed frorn the
f3-structure solid into the gas-like region.

     Tell and Maris rneasured the heat capacity oE H2 and D2 in
             11)                 The rnelting temperature of H2 and D2 are 11.7 KVycor glass.

and 16.6 K, respectively. The broad peaks corresponding to the

melting of H2 and D2 in Vycor glass resemble to those of our

cases. The melting temperature 10 K of our result of H2 is just
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e2D of H2 and D2

Table .1

 adsorbed in montmorillonites

Kindof
gas

speCimen

Kindofpillar
between

montmorillonite

Densityof
.(ga.SiSoR(isCi.M

.ei" /• g)

e2D

(K)

A2 +N(CH3)4-- o.s 66

H2 +N(CH3)4' 2.5 ISO

H2 A1203- o.s 81

H2 A1203- 1.0 77

H2 A1203- s.o 107

D2 +N(CH3)4"' o.s 80

D2 Alo-23 O.5

'

98
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below 11.7 K.

     Except for the case of low density H2 and D2 in the A1203-

montmorillonite, the heat capacities of H2 and D2 in
rnontmorillonites do not show the peak corresponding to the

solid-liquid transition beiow 20 K. The change of temperature

dependence corresponding to a continuous solid-liquid transition

is not seen, either. In the interlayer 2D space, the solid-

liquid transition may depend strongly on the density of adsorbed

molecules and the interlayer distance in the 2D space.
Therefore, behavior of H2 and D2 in the interlayer 2D space is

different from that on Grafoil or in Vycor glass.

     The behavior of adsorbed H2 in the A1203-rrtontmori!lonÅ}te is

different frorn that in the N+(CH3)4-montmorillonite. If the

difference is due to the interlayer distance, then the data show

that free H2 appears in the Al203-montrnorillonite. Also,

adsorbed rnolecules may tend to localize around the cation
pillars and the N+(CH3)4-montrnorillonite has rnuch more cations

than the A1203-montmorillonite.

 4-3 He4 in N+(cH3)4- and Al203-rnontmorillonites

     rn the case of He4 adsorbed in the N'(CH3)4r
rnontmoriuonite, the result is simnar to that of He4 for the

               -4                  rnol!g adsorbed in H-Y zeolite. Below 3.2 K,density 4.4Å~10
            4adsorbed He atoms forrn the 2D selid accompanying the sing!e
particle excitation of which heat capacity shows a Tl
dependence as explained ih chapter 2.12) Above 4.2s K, the 2D

solid may rnostly disappear and He4 rnay be at free particle state
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where He4 atorns behave like gas giving a Ti dependence of the

heat capacity.
                       4     ln the case of He adsorbed in the A1203-rnontmorillonitef
the results differ frorn those for Y zeolites and the N"(CH3)4r

rnontmeri!lonite at low ternperatures. rn the high temperature
range, the heat capacity fits well the relation, c = AT + BT2.

rf the T2 term indicates the heat capacÅ}ty of a 2D solid and its

coefficient does not change at low temperatures, the Tl

dependent term, which corresponds to the heat capacity of single

particle excÅ}tation, becomes large at low temperatures. The
larger the density of He4 is, the larger the heat capacity at

low temperatures becornes. In the case of He4 for the density

2.1Å~lo-3 rnol!g, the hurnp around 1.7 K is observed. Then, it is

possible that the superfluid transition occurs in sorne part of
adsorbed He4, which corresponds to the Tl dependent terrn.

     Heat capacities of multilayers He4 on Grafou were rneasured

by Bretz.13) Thicker fums display the truncated X-type anomaly

which depends on the thickness. The anomaly looks like a
suppressed A--peak of bulk He4 and has the plateau between T
                                                              p
and T < bulk X-point ). The ternperature Tp depends on thickness

and varies from 1.6 K to 1.9 K. This result is different from
that of He4 in the Al203-rnontrnorillonite.
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chapter 4 NMR study of He3 Adsorbed in High Silica zeolites

           And AIP04'5

     S l Introduction

     In recent 20 yearsr NMR experirnents on He3 adsorbed on a

variety of substratesr such as GrafoÅ}lt Vycor glass and
zeolites(3A and 13X), have been performed in order to extract

both static and dynamical properties. In these restricted
                          3geornetries, adsorbed He atoms have revealed thermal and
                                                        3magnetic properties quite different frorn those of bulk He .

     Some remarkable points are as follows.
     (i) Grafoil provides 2D space and He3 atorns adsorbed on its

                                                        1-3)surface behave like either 2D solidr 2D liquid or 2D gas.
     (ii) several NMR studies on adsorbed He3 in vycor glass

                   4-7)                           The results have shown that Tl and [V2have been reported.
of adsorbed He3 are very short comparing with those of bulk He3

and that the nuclear susceptibility xs of He3 is larger than

that of bulk liquid He3 in the ternperature range down to 50 mK.

The results of xsoE adsorbed He3 can be interpreted very weu

with the statistical layer rnodel which treats adsorbed He3 as

                                              5)independent layers of bulk solid and oE lÅ}quid.
              3     Thus, He adsorbed on GrafoÅ}l and Vycor glass have the

properties of 2D solid and liquid.
     {iii> The earlier NMR studies on He3 adsorbed in zeolites

                                                        8)were perforrned at ternperatures above IK by Careri et al.                                                            and
       9)             Careri et al. measured nuclear rnagnetization M ofWeaver.
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He3 adsorbed in the 13x synthetic zeolite and found M of He3 not

te foliow Curie's iaw but to exhibit a temperature independent
                                                              3tendency below 2.5 K. Weaver rneasured Tl and T2 of adsorbed He

in 13X and 3A zeoiites. The relaxation tirnes were very short
                                                             'and showed different ternperature dependence frorn those of bulk
  3He .

     Because these experirnents rnentioned above were performed at

ternperatures above 1 K, it is difficult to study whether these
adsorbed He3 atoms fonow the Fermi statistics.

     (iv) Recently Kato et al. measured heat capacity of He3

adsorbed in the Na-Y zeolite in the temperature range between
                10)                    Their heat capacity measurement of adsorbedO.1 K and 2 K.
He3 has a plateau around O.2 K. From the resultr they suggested

the FerrnÅ} degeneracy of He3 adsorbed in the Na-y zeolite.

     Now, we will exp!ain restricted geometries used in this

study and mention our interests.

     High silica zeolites such as ZSM-5 have the restricted

geometries of which diarneters are of the same order as that of
  3He atom. In generalr high silica zeolites contain very few

cations in the crystal and are of high purity. The sizes of

diameter oÅí channel and the channel structures, for exarnple ID

or 2D channel systemt depend on each species of zeolites. The
possibility of exchanging the position of He3 atorns rnust be
                                 '
limited in these restricted geometries resulting in the specific
distribution of mornentum of He3 atoms in the system. tt He3

atoms behave like f!uid at low temperatures in these restricted

geometries, it is very interesting how the Ferrni degeneracy

works and how the properties of Fermi statistics appears.
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Therefore we rneasure the nuclear susceptibility of He3 adsorbed

in high silica zeolites below 1.5 K. The behaviors should
depend strongly on the way of exchanging of particles reflecEing

the apparent statistical properties in the system.
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     S 2 Experimentals

 2-1 Adsorption space of high silica zeolites and AIP04-5

     The six specirnens used as adsorbent in our experiment are
given in Tabie i. zsM-sii'i2) and zsM-23i3) are high siiica

zeolites in which Si021A1203 ratio is greater than 30.
silicaiite-ii4) and siiicalite-2i5'i6) contain aimost negiigibiy

                  3+                    . The ratio of Si021A1203 in both specirnenssrnall amount oi Al

exceeds 1000. The unit cell of these high-sÅ}lica zeolites and

Silicalites is given by NanAlnSÅ}g6.nOlg2i where n in the formula

Å}s about 1 in a typical silicalite and srnaller than O.1 in some

Silicalites. High silica zeolite and Silicalite contain very

srnall amount of cations, and therefore are hydrophonic. We use

the high silica specirnen of EerrierÅ}te of which Si021Al203 ratio

is 2o.17) Alpo4-s is one of the alurninophosphate molecular

sievesr which was synthesized by wilson in lgs2.18) It has

sirnilar properties with some zeolites which are used as
adsorbent for molecular sieve and as catalyst or catalyst

suppo=t. The chernical formula is Al203'P20s. The neutral
aluntnophosphate frameworks are moderately hydrophilic because

of the smaU difference in electronegativity between aiuminum

(1.5) and phosphorus(2.1).

     The size and structure of channel of these specimens are

given in Table 1.
                         '
     ZSM-5 has the effective 3D channels constructed by the

ring of 10-membered openings and narrow channels, which is shown

in Fig. 1. Straight channels parallel to (OIO) have openings
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High

  Table

si1ica

  1

zeolites and AIPO4
-5

No. Specimen Diarneterofchannel
(A)

Channel
structure

Porocity si02/A1203

1 ZSM-5 5.4Å~5.6(100)
5.1Å~5.4(OIO)

3D O.32 190

Si1ica1ite--1 5.4Å~5.6(100)
5.1Å~5.7(OIO)

3D O.32 1900

3 Si!tcalite-2 5.5(100)
5.5(OIO)

3D O.3 1490

4 Ferrierite 4.3Å~5.5<OOI)
3.4Å~4.8(OIO)

2D O.28 20

5 ZSM-23 S.3Å~5.6(IOO) ID O.21 63

6 -- 8.0(OOI) ID O.3 '
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constructed by 10-rnefnbered ring of size 5.4Å~5.6 A. The zigzag
                                                               ochannels along (100) with openings of the size of 5.1Å~5.4 A

intersect the straight channels at right angles. Diffusion in

the (OOI) direction can take place between the intersecting

channels parallel to (100) and (OIO). Silicalite-1 has alrnost

the sarne channel sizes and channel structure as ZSM-5.

     Similarly, Silicalite-2 has aimost the same pore size and

channel structure as ZSM-11. As in ZSM-5, the ZSM-11 framework

contains two intersecting channels with 10-membered ring
openings. But unlÅ}ke those in ZSM-5, they are beth straÅ}ght and

have the sarne openings of the size of 5.5 X which is shown in

Fig. 2e

     The Eramework of ferrierite is shown in Fig. 3. Ferrierite

has effective 2D channels system. One channel paralle! to

{OOI) has openings determined by 10-membered ring of size

4.3Å~5.5 A and the other parallel to (OIO) has openings
                                               oconstructed by 8-rnernbered ring of size 3.4Å~4.8 A.

     ZSM-23 has ID channel parallel to (100) having openings
                                                   oconstructed by 10-rnembered ring of size 5.6Å~5.3 A, which is

shown in Fig. 4.

     Similarly, AIP04-5 has ID channel orÅ}ented parallel to the
                                                   oc axis and bounded by 12-rnembered ring of size 8.0 A composed of

a!ternating AI04 and P04 tetrahedron.

     These specimens mentioned above are selected for our study
on the behavior of He3 in very restricted geornetries.

     The ZSM-5 and Silicalite-1 are supplied by Dr. Ueda of

Osaka University. SUÅ}calÅ}te-2 and AIP04-5 are supplied by
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Chiyoda Chernicai Engineering and Construction CQ. Z)td. and also

ferrierite by T6yo' Sdda Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Dehydration of

these sarnples is performed by keeping them at 5000C for several
                            'hours.

 2-2 Experimental apparatus and procedure

              34                    dilution refrigerator as a cryostat by which               -He     We use He
                                                           3.sarrtples are cooled down to 20 mK. The sarnple gas of He is

provided by the gas handling system which is explained in 2-2
in chapter 2. The filling line of He3 is connected to the gas
                                                     'handling systern. The sample cell is shown in Fig. 5. The cell

is rnade of an epoxy (Stycast 1266) and powdered sarnple is packed

in the cell with the packing factor of about O.8. NMR detection

coÅ}l is weund around sarnple cell. The bund!e of copper wÅ}res
is anchored to the ntxing charnber of the He3- He4 dilution

refrigerator. A ruthenium oxide resister is used as the
thermometer which is calibrated against Lake Shore Ge
thermometer. The therrnorneter is irnmersed in liquid He3 which Å}s

also in direct contact with the high silica zeolites or AIP04-5.

     The Q rneter rnethod which uses continuous-wave magnetic

resonance technique (CW-NMR) is used at resonant frequency of
f = 1.7 MHz.19) The block diagram of cw-NMR system is given in

Fig. 6. A small field rnodulation Hm (amplitude of O.1 G at

200 Hz) and phase sensitive detection are used for measurements.

By sweeping external field H in the vicinity of resonance field,

the signal proportional to dx"/dH is obtained. The integration

with long time constant gives the value proportional to Xs<H).
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To estirnate the static susceptibi!ityxs , we use a relation

valid for srnall values of the r.f. field Hl sin(eet), narnely

                         1                 X"<H) =-12r X.' Ho' g(H)

where g(H) is a shape function and Ho is resonance iield. In

practice, g(H) can be regarded as a function of the moduXation

field Hrn. !n this experirnent, the broadening of the resonance

arises frorn inhomogeneities of the magnetic field and magnetic

impurities in sample. As the broading is independent of
ternperaturer xs is assumed to be proportional to the maximurn

height of the signal x"<H), and its variation with ternperature

is readily obtained.

     !n order to get rid of the reduction of x" value due to

saturation, the followÅ}ng conditÅ}on should be kept.

               y2HI TI T2 << 1 ,

where y is the gyromagnetic ratior and Tl and T2 are spin-

lattice and spin-spin reiaxation time respectively. We use

pulsed NMR technique at resonant frequency of 2.0 MHz to rneasure

Tl and T2. The block diagrarn oE pulsed--NMR measuring systern is

given in Fig. 7. The pulsed NMR coii is the sarne as that used
for CW-NMR. T2 of adsorbed He3 is obtained by the spin echo-

method and Tl by the cornb pulse rnethod. The NMR free induction

signals or the spin echo signals are sarnpled by the signal

averager and the auto digitizer(AUTrNCS MODEL S121). The data
                      'are transferred to a personal computer <NEC PC-9800) through GP-

ZB bus and are data-processed by it. The computer is also used

for the timing control of various type of pulse sequences and
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data acquisition triggers the auto digitizer.

     Experimental procedure is as the following. The sample cell

is evacuated by a diffusion pump ior several hours at roorn
temperature, and then the cryostat is cooled down. He3 gas is

adsorbed through the filling line Å}nto the sarnple while the
sample cell is cooled down from 77 K to 3 K. After He3 is

adsorbed in the sample, the small quantity of liquid He3 is

added in Ehe sample cell. The bulk liquid is therrnally in direct

                                                               3contact with the copper bundle. ' The pressure of bulk liquid He

is alrnost equal to saturation vapor pressure. The NMR signal of
bulk liquid He3 is found to cause saturation because of its long

Tl of the order of 100 sec. Then after several passage oi
resonance point, only the NMR signal of adsorbed He3 with T
                                                               1
shorter than that of bulk liquid He3 is observed. The NMR signal

is measured while the temperature of sample cell decreases from

2 K to O.04 K.
     As for silÅ}calite-1, we rneasure not only xs of pure He3 but

also xs of He3 diluted with He4. rn the case of experiments oE

dilute He3 in the adsorbed mixture, He3 is adsorbed in
Silicalite--1 and then the sarnple ceil is immersed in liquid He4

in order to avoid selective adsorption of He4. The concentration

                 3of adsorbed He may be higher than that oÅí prescribed
                                                   '
concentTation.
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     S 3 Experimental results

 3-1 [Pl and [r2 of He3 adsorbed in high silica zeolites

                                  '     Tl of He3 adsorbed in ZSM-5, Silicalite-1, Silicalite-2 and

ZSM-23 are measured.

     (i) The resuits for ZSM-5 and Silicalite-1 are given in
Table 2 and 3. It seems that Tl of He3 adsorbed in ZSM-5 or

SilicalÅ}te--1 have little temperature dependence. There exists

two kinds of time constant of spin-lattice relaxationr Tl and
T' 1, of He3 adsorbed in SilÅ}calite-1. These relaxation times are•

about 100 times longer than that of adsorbed Å}n ZSM-5. The pore

size and structure of ZSM--5 are sarne as those of Silicalite-1.
The difference of the two specimens is the concentration of Al3+

and Na+ in the framework. It has been known that Tl of He3

adsorbed in several materials is influenced strongly by the
                        3+                           in the frarnework of zeolite is easilymagnetic irnpurities. Al
                                             3+replaced by rnagnetic irnpuritÅ}es such as Fe . So, we rnake

chemical analysis of ZSM-5 and Silicalite-1. The result is that
the concentration of Fe3+ is soo ppm in zsM-s and 15 ppm in

                                                 3SÅ}licalite-1. The difference of Tl of adsorbed He is found to

be due to the magnetic impurities in substrate.
     (ii) Ternperature dependence of, [vl of He3 adsorbed in

Silicalite-2 and ZSM-23 are studied in rnore detail. The results

are shown in Fig. 8 and 9. Though the values of Tl have a littie

temperature dependence in both cases, it is about O.15-
 O.35 sec in Silicalite-2 and 50 - 70 msec in ZSM-23. The vaiues
of Tl of He3 adsorbed in zsM-23 are comparable with those of He3
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Tl

     Table 2

of He3 adsorbed in ZSM-- 5 f= 2.0 MHz

T(K) O.92 O.30 O.11

Tl(msec) 55 43 38

Two

of

          Tab le 3

 kind of spin-lattice relaxation
He3 adsorbed in silicalite-1

tlmes

 f=2
T

•

1

o

and T'     1
MHz

T(K) O.76 O.33 O.14 O.O71

Tl(sec) 2.5 2.8 1.6 O.55

Ti(sec) 7.0 13 23 17
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adsorbed in ZSM-5. And the values of Tl in SÅ}licalite--2 are

coraparable with those in Silicalite-1,too. This seerns to be

due to the similar ratio of Si021A1203 in these samples.
     (iii) The measurements of T2 oÅí He3 adsorbed in zsM-5 and

ZSM-23 are made. The results are shown in Fig. 10 and 11. The
temperature dependence of T2 of He3 in ZsM-23 is sirnilar to that

in ZSM-5. In both cases, T2 decreases with decreasing
temperature above O.3 K and has a constant value of about
O.6 rnsec below O.3 K.
     The values of Tl and T2 of He3 adsorbed in ZSM--5 and in

zsM--23 are cornparable with those of He3 adsorbed in vycor and

                                                     9)zeolite 13X which was rnade at temperatures above IK.

     Nowr we can estirnate the saturation condition by
substituting the typical values of Tl =1 sec, T2 =1 rnsec and Y
of He3 nuclear spin into the relation mentioned in 2-2. The

value of Hl is obtained in the following.

           Hl = y'1(TIT2)'112 = 1.s mgauss .

Then in the case of CW-NMR measurement, the non-saturation

condition which is rnentioned in 2 holds if Hl is much smaller

than 1.5 rngauss. In our CW-NMR measurernent, Hl is kept sma!ler

than 1 mgauss. In fact, no saturation effect is observed in
NMR signals of He3 adsorbed in high sUica zeolites. Therefore,

we are sure that measured xs of He3 in high silica zeolites

exactly corresponds to the value at measurÅ}ng temperatures.
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 3-2 Nuclear susceptibllities of He3 adsorbed in high silica

      zeolites and AIP04--5

                       '     The magnetic susceptibilities of He3 adsorbed in high

silica zeolites and AIP04--5 are obtained. We estirnated the

curie constant C in the vicinity of 1 K. [Vhe value of xs(1 K) is

normalized as C in order to cornpare with the theoretical
susceptibility. In bulk state, the susceptibility Xs of liquid
                                                       20)  3He was caiculated theoretÅ}cally by L.Goldstein.                                                            His

theoretical model was based on a molecular field approach, and
                                                           3.gave the numerical values of the susceptibility Xs of He in

                              as a parameter. The theoreticalterms of Ferrni temperature T                            F
result fits well xs of bulk liquid He3 in the range [vl[pF < 1.

     The experimental results are shown with the theoretical

susceptibility, choosing the best value of TF.
 • ' The value of xs of adsorbed He3 in zsM-5 and silicalite-1,

which have same size of 3D channelsr are shown in Fig. 12 and

13. These data have sirnilar ternperature dependence and nearly

            = O.32 K wÅ}th each other.the same T          F
     The value of x of He3 adsorbed in silicalite-2, which has
                   s
different 3D channels from Silicalite-1, is shown in Fig. 14.
The susceptibility xs of He3 adsorbed behaves similarly to that

in zsM-5 and in Silicalite-1. But the value of xs in low

ternperatuace limit is smaller than that in ZSM-5 and in
SilicaUte-1. The best value of TF is estimated to be O.40 K.
     The value of xs of He3 adsorbed in ferrierite havÅ}ng 2D

channels is shown in Fig. 15. The result is similar to that of
  3He adsorbed in ZSM-5. But the value of xs in low temperature
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lirnit is larger than that in ZSM-5. The value of [rF is O.30 K in

this case.

     rn the case of AiP04-5 havÅ}ng ID channels, the result is

shown in FÅ}g. 16. The data have the similar temperature
dependence wÅ}th that of He3 in Silicalite-2. The value of TF is

obtained as O.39 K.

     rn the case of ZSM-23, whÅ}ch has ID narrower channel than
AIP04-5r the susceptibility xs of He3 is very different frorn

that mentioned above as shown Fig 17. !t fits Curie's law. The

Fermi degeneracy of xs is not observed in the temperature range

measured.
     rn the case for silicalite-1, we measure xs of He3 diluted

with He4. The results of He3 with the prescribed concentration

O.04 and O.08 are shown in Figs. 18 and 19, respective!y. [Phe

susceptibilities xs are alrnost proportional to 11T above about
O.2 K and larger than that of pure He3 in sÅ}licalite-1 at low

                                       'temperatures. The values of xs depend sensitively on the
concentration of He3. The values of [v are obtained as o.075 K
                                      F
and O.22 K for the concentration O.04 and O.08, respectively.
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     S4 Discussion

 4-1 The Fermi degeneracy of He3 in narrow channels and voids

     we studied some aspects of Fermi degeneracy of He3 adsorbed

                                            'in several kinds of restricted geometry in which the kinetic

exchange or the replacement arnong adsorbed atoms are limited in

various depends.

     In 3, we compared xs(T) obtained by NMR experiment wÅ}th

the susceptibility calculated by Goldstein on a Ferrni liquid

theory with a fitting parameter [rF. The fact that we obtained a

good agreernent with theory except the case of ZSM-23 has shown
the adsorbed He3 behaved like the Ferrni liquid characterized by

TF, so long as the restrÅ}cted geornetry had the space to allow

the particle exchange. The re!ation between Xs and TF in the

Ferrni liquid theory by Goldstein is mentioned in Appendix.

     The values of obtained T                              are listed in Table 4. Restricted                            F
                                                     ogeornetry in AIP04-5 is ID but the channel size of 8 A is large

enough for exchange of atoms. On the other hand, Silicalite-2,
                                                               oSilicalite-1 and ZSM--5 have small channel size of about 5.5 A

but the 3D network enables particles to rttake cyclic replacement

or exchange among them cross to each other. The channel
structure of ferrierite is 2D and its size of space oE
intersecting channels enables the exchange of atoms.

     Zn contrast with zeolites mentioned above, ZSM-23 has ideal

ID channel structure, without any 2D or 3D bridge or
connectivity, whose diameter is too narrow to allow particle

exchange.
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        Table

TF of adsorbed

4

He3 and bulk       31iq.He

Specimen T ofadsorbedF3pureHe

(

He

He

3dilute3

3He.concentratlon

)

O32ZSM-5 .

Silicalite-1 O.32 O.22

O.07S

(O.08

(O.04

))

Silicalite-2 O.40

Ferrierite O.30

'

AlP04--5 O.39

ZSM-23 (very sma11)

Bulkliq.He.3 O43
(P=1atm.).

'

O.13 (O.O13 )

O.30 (O.05 )

( The values of TF ateestimated by Go lds tein's theory. )
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     Experiinental results show that the value of T                                                      decreases                                                   F
with the channel size and gives a measure of exchange
probability. The values of TF are estirnated by Goldstein's

theory based on the molecular field approach, therefore this

tendency is reasonabie.
     Diiution of He3 with He4 gives an effect to reduce the

vaiue of T            just like in the bulk liquid. This is the evidence          F
of He3 in high silica zeolites being degenerated Fermi fluid.

                                               *Anderson et al. rneasured the effective mass m and a Landau
pararneter zo ( see Appendix ) of He3 diluted in bulk mixture

for He3 concentration of o.o13 and o.os at the pressure of
         21)              The values of TF are estirnated to be O.13 K andO.26 bar.

O.30 K for the concentration O.O13 and O.05, respectively. The

comparison of this result with our case in Silicalite-1 shows

the concentration dependence is more effective in the Fermi

degeneracy in a restricted geometryr possibly because of the

additional lirnitation of the geometry.

 4-2 curie's law susceptibUity of He3 in zsM-23

     Now, we discuss two possibÅ}lities for the appearance of
curie's iaw behavior of He3 adsorbed in zsM-23. The result is

interpreted in the following two possibiiities.
     (o He3 atoms in zsM-23 are localized and behaves like a

solid giving Curie's law susceptibility.
                                                   '     or alternatively, (ii) He3 atoms behave like fluid, but in

the ideal ID channel structure. Kinetic exchanges among He3

particles are forbÅ}dden perfectly. This restriction dissociates
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the Fermi degeneracy, and gives Curie's law susceptibÅ}lity.

     To distinguish these two possibilities from the examination

of dynaptcal properties, we performed pulsed-NMR experiments of
He3 in zsM-23 and zsM-5 which have the same order of Si021Al203

ratio and channel size with each other. The experiments about T                                                               1
and T2 in both sarnples show almost the sarne results on their

ternperature dependences as well as their absolute values. Alsor

the change of the spin echo signa! against pulse interval is
well described by the single expdnential decay in both cases.

The single exponential decay of the echo signal shows that X"

line shape is of the Lorentzian which is normally associated

with rapid motion of spins. Another possibUity of the
Lorentzian shape which is observed in bulk solid He3 by the

exchange narrowing is not the present case because of the
restriction on direct exchange of He3 atorns.

     The results of Tl and T2 mentioned above support the idea
that He3 atoms in zsM-s and zsM--23 are in the same motional

state. Then we take the latter interpretation (ii) and conclude
the realization of fluid like He3 which shows curie's law
susceptibnity even if He3 atorns are in moving state.

     In 1960, Girardeau treated theoretically a systern of
impenetrable FermioRs in ID.22) He discussed the energy spectra

and the momentum distributions of the system.. But our
experimental results cannot be compared with his theory because
it was the spinless fermioh rnodel.
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                          Appendix

      [rhe susceptibiiity xs of He3 in a Fermi liquid theory

      The susceptibility xs of an ideal Fermi gas in the !ow

temperature limit is given by

                  gc T2 T2
           'Xs = 2 TF[ i -E ( TF) " '- -' -"' ]

where C is the Curie constant and T is the Fermi                                           F
            23)                C and TF are given in the following,ternpera ture .
          ' c . ( Ihl( gk )

                           B
                  h ( 3rr2n)213
            [VF = 2k
                    B
where n Å}s the number of Ferrni particles per unit volume and rn

is the mass of particles.

     rn a Fermi liquid theory, the susceptibÅ}lity xs of an
interacting Ferrni gas of "quasiparticles" with an effective mass
m* is given by

            Xs = -5i.liSi-Ii-;`l.i,..z I i -- ili-;-< \.)2 +-------],

         **where TF = TF(mlm ) is the Fernt temperature of the ideai gas
                 *having the mass m , and Z. is a Landau parameter which means the
                         vmeasure of the "molecu!ar field" a He3 quasiparticle sees frorn

                         24)                            The notation TF which is given bythe surrounding rnedium.
                                                     *Goidstein and used in this text corresponds to TF (1+Zo14).
                                                         *ThereEoret TF in this text contains an effective rnass m and

the "rnolecular field" pararneter Zo.
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                          Summary

     Properties of H2, D2, He4'and He3 adsorbed in some

restricted geometries such as Y zeolite, pillar intercalated

montmorillonite and high silica zeoiite are studied
experimentally.

     In search for superfluid H2 by the supercooling in the

severely restricted geometry of Y zeolite, we does not observe

the transition between the solid and the liquid state as a

distinct heat capacity peak. Instead, the results support the

Å}dea of the continuous transition around 10 K when the density

of adsorbed H2 is low. This is rnore clearly demonstrated in the

case of H2 adsorbed in the interlayer space of Al203-
montrnorÅ}llonite. In the 2D spacer heat capacity of H2 shows a

hump around 10 K, which seems to correspond to the rnelting

transition and shows the further supercooling comparing with the

result in Vycor glass. !n the case of full porer where H2 fill

the adsorption space cornpletely, heat capacity rneasurement shows

that H2 rnolecules behave as solid, giving Debye type or Einstein

type temperature dependence over the measured temperature range.

Another support for being solid state of H2 is given by the

observation of X-type anomaly of the heat capacity in purely 2D
space of N+(CH3)4-montmorillonite. The anomaly is interpreted as

the orientational ordering of 2D ortho-H2 solid.
                                    '     The properties of He4 are also studied in the present

restricted geometries. The heat capacÅ}ties show sirnilar
temperature dependence to those previously observed by Tait and
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                         4,Reppy in submonolayer He in Vycor glass. The important result

in our case is that we observed a hump around 1.7 K in the case
of He4 in a interlayer space oi Al203-mont!norillonite. The hump

is interpreted to be due to the superfluid transition and not

observed in inore' restricted space. The reported behaviors such

as single-particle excitation and 2D Debye solid are also
appeared but depend on the geometry.
     we are also interested in the properties of He3 - Fermi

particle - in an extremely restricted geometry where particle

exchange is not allowed anyrnore. This situation is expected to

reveal sorne of characteristics of Fermi statistics. Nuciear
susceptibi!ity of He3 in zsM-23 which has purely ID channel

shows to obey Curie's law in the temperature range down to about

O.1 K. [Vhe result reflect not the solid like properties of the

adsorbed atoms but a property deriving from the restriction of

particle exchange in the used geometry. This is in contrast with

other quasÅ} ID, 2D or 3D channel system, for which a sirnple

Ferrni liquid theory is applÅ}cable with suitable parameter TF.

                          value are found in the experirnent.General tendencies of T                         F
Diiution of He3 with He4 is performed in the restricted geornetry

and concluded that the dilution effect is more pronounced than

in the bulk case.

     so far as rnagnetÅ}c properties are concernedt we are now

studying rnolecular 02 in restricted geometries with expectation

of Einding rnagnetic liquid there in the same mechanism of
supercooling studied here.
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